G-Stor

™

Alternative Fuel Solutions

ENGINEERED TO GO THE DISTANCE

Luxfer
Alternative
Fuel
Portfolio
Lightweight.
Durable.
Innovative.
Luxfer’s lightweight gas cylinders offer greatly improved fuel
economy, increased range and a significant reduction in vehicle
maintenance costs.

LUXFER

G-Stor Go
™

TYPE 4 CYLINDERS

CLASS 8

VOCATIONAL

TRANSIT

BULK GAS TRANSPORT

Our G-Stor Go Type 4 polymer-lined composite cylinders for
compressed natural gas are available in an extensive range of
sizes suitable for medium-duty and heavy-duty vehicle fuel systems.
Luxfer’s growing G-Stor Go product range includes the world’s
lightest-weight Type 4 AF cylinders designed to offer the optimal
balance between weight and durability.

LUXFER

G-Stor Pro
™

TYPE 3 CYLINDERS

Available in an extensive range of sizes, our G-Stor Pro
cylinders consist of a Luxfer-manufactured aluminum liner
fully over-wrapped with aerospace-grade carbon fiber. The high
thermal conductivity of the aluminum liner helps remove heat
from the gas generated during a fast fill, providing a
more complete fill every time.

LUXFER

G-Stor H2
™

FUEL CELL VEHICLE CYLINDERS
Our G-Stor H2 products are the leading line of lightweight high-pressure
hydrogen-storage cylinders used by a number of the world’s largest
OEMs that design, develop and manufacture state-of-the-art compressed hydrogen-storage systems for fuel-cell and internal-combustion
engines.

The Luxfer Advantage
We are more than just Type 3 and Type 4 cylinders

LUXFER

Alternative Fuel Systems
Luxfer roof-mounted CNG systems not only provide cleaner emissions
compared to traditional diesel fuel systems, but also offer an operational
cost benefit due to lower fuel and maintenance costs. Luxfer systems
are trusted by many bus OEMs around the globe. Luxfer also supplies
hydrogen fuel systems for zero-emission buses fitted with Luxfer’s Type 3
cylinders.

LUXFER-GTM TECHNOLOGIES

Bulk Gas Transportation Solutions
Luxfer-GTM can provide customized modules with the quickest
delivery times in the industry, as well as valuable aftermarket
support. Luxfer-GTM Technologies is one of the largest gas
transport module manufacturers in the world. Gas transport
solutions from sizes 10 feet to 40 feet long for a broad range of
applications.

LUXFER

Replacement Components
In addition to cylinders, Luxfer offers a superior line of gas-management
devices, high-flow valves and PRDs (pressure-relief devices), neck blocks,
strap mounts, end plugs, and complete cylinder kits for Alternative Fuel
applications.

Lightweight
Durable
Innovative

Luxfer G-Stor ™ Pro Type 3 cylinders are
66% lighter than Type 1 steel cylinders and up to
25% lighter than competitors Type 3 cylinders.

Luxfer G-Stor ™ Go Type 4 cylinders have
14% more volume and a 30% weight saving
compared to conventional hybrid cylinders.

More than five million fully-wrapped Luxfer composite cylinders
have an exemplary record of safety and dependable performance
in a variety of demanding applications worldwide.

Luxfer Gas Cylinders is a leading global supplier of lightweight,
high-pressure composite cylinders for the storage and
transportation of alternative fuels such as compressed
natural gas (CNG) and hydrogen.

Organizations around the world are working to reduce
fleet emissions and these alternative fuels provide fast
fueling and extended ranges with considerable
environmentally-friendly benefits.

Whether you need Type 3 (aluminum-lined) or Type 4
(polymer-lined) cylinders for your alternative fuel system,
Luxfer has the right product for your needs—because Luxfer
is the only major cylinder manufacturer that offers both types.

Trust Luxfer Gas Cylinders to provide solutions that
are engineered to go the distance.
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